JAJC Confab
At Yosemite
Gets Accolade

Chariot staffers attending the annual convention of the Journalism Association of Junior Colleges at Yosemite National Park last weekend returned with copious notes garnered at the conference. At the two-day confab:

- Nearly 500 journalists from junior colleges licensed Camp Curry with a concentrated journalism capsule of panels, critiques, outstanding talks, bold sessions, laced with good food, entertainment, wonderful weather and scenery.

Dr. Edmund C. Arnold, chairman of graphic arts and publishing departments at Syracuse University School of Journalism, drew record applause for his outstanding presentation in the opening session Friday afternoon.

Miss Jessica Mitford, English author, includes Lon Carlson, Professor of English.

The test will also be repeated May 21 and June 3.

You may have noticed various MiraCosta male students walking around campus with haggard, worn-out appearances? Reason for this phenomenon is "T-Day," May 14, at Palomar College.

Significance of "T-Day," or the day the first administration of the first Selective Service College Qualification Test, could be felt by all men seeking to postpone military obligations until after completion of college.

Many have purchased a fast-selling paperback, "How to Prepare for the Student Draft Deferral Test," in hopes of gaining special insights. The test will also be repeated May 21 and June 3.

CACTUS CURVES -- These ten MiraCosta coeds will be models in today’s Fashion Show, “Kaleidoscope of Color,” in the Library. The models are Alyce Leach, Vickie Floyd, Martha Wilson, Marlene Talone, Pat Poapst, and Dawn Hale. (Bill Casey Photo)

Students Exhibit At Crumley

Crumley Gallery is showing excellent student art work by Pam Cross, Elena Gastelurn and Glenn Neff, Jim Rogers, student curator, announced this week. Miss Cross exhibits show a personal style with a mystic, Elena Gastelurn entries have a refined touch in her paintings, working with the quality of a strong sensual message. Glenn Neff exhibits paintings in acrylics with contemporary themes in bold color and design. The show will exhibit for another week.

Acts End Season For Players

Four one-act plays have been selected for the drama department’s final production on May 26, 25, and 26. Professor Joseph F. King announced today. The one-act festival is sponsored by the Harbequins to establish a scholarship for future Theatre Arts Students.

The plays, all original works, are: "The Return" by Kenneth Coffman, "I Got A Secret" by John Leach, "Three Ring Circus" by Joe L. King, and "Government in Spite of the People" by Lon Carlson.

The "Return" treats the subject of the final homecoming of a beaten man. The cast includes Cheryl Hatsy, Jim Burns, Dave Wilson and Don Dalesandro.


Joe L. King’s, "Three Ring Circus" deals with the production of a funeral as viewed from a very interesting perspective. The cast includes John Leach, Ken Rogers, Jo Anne Heidrick, Charlotte Kutkie, Peter Dubin, Linda Plummer, and David Peck.

"Government in Spite of the People" is cast as follows: Jeff Wickum, Bob Fordon, Jan Dean, Darrell Gray, Tom Burns, Don Dalesandro, John McKennew, Peter Dubin and Dave Wilson.

AWS Fashion Show Opens Today

‘Kaleidoscope of Color’
Themes Femme Parade

MiraCosta women take the limelight today when the 18th annual Associated Women Students Fashion Show, "Kaleidoscope of Color," is presented at 7:30 p.m. in the College Library. A repeat performance made at 7:30 p.m.

Senior girls and their advisors from Oceanside, Carlsbad, San Luis Rey and San Diego high schools will be special guests at the afternoon show. Shari Ryburn, AWS president and general chairman of the colorful event, expects only-crowds at both shows. Over two months of hard work by AWS members and faculty sponsor, have gone into the project.
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LSD - A Real Danger

LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide) is developing into a prime source of worry for school officials. In the University of California system an estimated 10,000 students have taken the drug. It is felt that if these students had known before hand of the possible side effects which the drug produces, many would not have taken it.

Life Magazine (March 25) about LSD, stated, "No matter how thrilling and illuminating a trip may be, only a good mind can return from it without some serious re-entry problems."

The drug is extremely dangerous. A victim of LSD may be killed or mentally maimed for life. LSD and other related hallucinogens, which cannot be obtained legally, can give a feeling of power and self awareness. But the possible consequences do not make its use advisable except when administered through legal professional channels.

In complete ignorance of the dangers of LSD, a number of MCC students have experimentally taken it. Therefore this appeal is being made not only to the students who have not taken LSD, but also to the "acid heads" of the school.

Users may enjoy several pleasurable trips and then suddenly have one with exactly the opposite effects. Psychotic disturbances may develop. Voluntary or involuntary suicide have been the result.

LSD is non-habit forming, but the psych can build up a dependence upon it. Sleep is virtually impossible for 8-10 hours after the drug trip is over.

The condition of using LSD as a channel for intellectual stimulation has become so great, new steps are being advanced to control its spread. Law enforcement officers, doctors and U.S. Food and Drug Administration officials have been asked to legislate to make the sale or distribution of LSD and other hallucinatory drugs a felony (punishable by seven to 20 years in jail) instead of a misdemeanor.

The Life article made a statement well worth repeating, LSD users must decide "whether they are really buying a moment of its extraordinary beauty or are they staking their lives on an uncharted future of unknown depth and meaning."

Money? Worth It?

American society is notoriously material-oriented. This creates a great deal more competition than complacency. We will soon be stepping out into that society to find our niche in the business world and in the process develop insom­nia, ulcers, migraines, and hypertension. This will be difficult for us to decide whether to pursue the almighty dollar or something considerably more elusive - happiness.

Most Americans are in a headlong rush to fill the deposit lines in their passbooks. One cannot help thinking that there is more to life than obtaining a five-figure bank balance.

Statistics prove not one person needs money to enjoy another person's company. Nor is a full wallet required to appreciate them at the end of their run. Thoreau said, "Money is not required to buy 'one necessity of the soul.' One must admit it helps the stomach, but not a tummy so crowded by ulcers, there is no room for steak.

B.B.

Footprint - Reflections

Each week we try to make reflections the melting pot for the creative geniuses of our time, to make it a showcase for hidden talent in the avant garde of literature, and generally allow the intellectually promiscuous rouse to star with their bizarre new style. The only thing is, we're running out of things to say.

It's time to close the policy of this column to print poetry, but we don't think we're restricting the rules at all to print the following selections from our reader's contributions:

From Charlotte Kopyt

Lyric To Reconieve The Ravages Of Zoology

Froggy, Froggy on my tray,
When he flunked out last fall.
Gloria, Gloria made him do it,
Gloria, her name was Gloria Pritt,
His grades were bad and everybody knew it,
When he flunked out last fall.
He tried to join the Army, then he tried to join the WACS,
When he found his darling sweetheart was a grouchy battle-ax.
Gloria, Gloria drove him to it,
Gloria, her name was Gloria Pritt,
He had his chance and then he went and blew it,
Until one day I looked at her and this is what I said, OH.

Hyperantiglorafidicapastramihounding:

Hyperantiglorifthicastramihounding.

My prowess in the subtle arts came at a rapid rate,
I roiled on a seat between, And then I bumped me mate.
But now I know he had told his ten, me victims had to wait,
Cause mummy always yelled at me when I stayed out too late.

I am making a special effort to improve by extra school work and next time to improve my grammar.

Talented!

Prof. Solle's Likes

The ID in Kids

By Terri Vitello

Certainly a credit to the faculty of MiraCosta College is Mrs. Mary Jan Jean Solle, a trained clinical psycholo­gist, most competent in her field. She is well known for her counseling and understanding empathy with the individual concern.

This well-dressed, calm­mannered profes­sor has high expectations of the students. She has a training in psychology, Mrs. Solle has the im­portant job of setting up pro­grams for the College and figuring out courses which will best provide for the educational needs of the student.

At present, she is busy on Project Institutional Research, doing follow-up studies on the transfer student, the drop­out, the student in programs offered and grade distribu­tion.

Half of this program is paid by a Federal Government grant and is a very beneficial and efficient determination of the future college student. In an experiment recently conducted, Mrs. Solle said, "Of 398 first time, full­time Freshmen at MCC, 82 are eligible for state col­leges."

This figure is very impres­sive when considering the difficulty of entrance requirements.

Mr. Solle is the only full­time psychologist in the county who qualifies by carrying at least one hour of psychology. Mrs. Solle has served as dis­trict psychologist from 1955 to 1961 and as MCC Dean of Students until this year.

Counselor Capsule

Final plans for the June 3 Bon Voyage, which will be held on May 25. The final event of the spring semester will be the Kon Tiki Voyage farewell formal are now available in the campus book­store.
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Condor-Like Mosquitoes "Assail Chariot Hitch-Hiker"

(Closing article on Bob Bowlin's 6000-mile hitch-hike East last summer)

It had been a good month. I had seen a lot of old friends and met some new ones. We had gone up to D. C. Stadium to see the Senators, to the National Gallery of Art to see the paintings, and to the Washington Monument to see the girls.

But it was time to start home. I thumbed down to Winston-Salem to meet John. He said his goodbyes and we headed west.

In Georgia, John bought firecrackers. By Louisiana I had taken all the firecrackers I could stand. John thought it funny to light one and place it behind me while I was sitting on my suitcase.

"John," I said in a level tone, "please do not light any more firecrackers and place them behind me while I am sitting on my suitcase.

It was at least four minutes before the next one went off. I grabbed his sleeping bag and threw it onto the grass divider in the middle of the freeway. John dashed out after it. He was halfway across the first lane before he saw the Coors truck bearing down on him. All he could think of was getting across the other lane and a-half. All I could think of: What is this guy thinking?

John made it to the center divider but it was an hour before I could coax him back across.

We had decided we couldn't go 6,000 miles without seeing New Orleans. We arrived, walked around the narrow streets, listened to Dixieland, and absorbed French Quarter's atmosphere. We spent one day and a night without being arrested. We liked it. It's appreciating a way of life without being run over by a boat. Hitch-hiking is like that. It gets into your system. It's more than an inexpensive method of transportation. Hitch-hiking is eating. Vienna sausage and French bread for supper and liking it. It's appreciating a lonesome lonesome road again.
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In 14-Inning Marathon

A 14-inning single by John Swaim provided the winning margin for coach John Seeley and his baseballers April 27, as MCC aged Southwestern College 2-1 on the Spartan’s diamond.

Fresh George

Hinds pitched superb ball in completing his second straight game and picked up the victory. The first-year right-hander struck out 12 Apaches during the course of the marathon.

With the game knotted at 1-1 after 13, Dick Goedert started things in the 14th with a single through shortstop. Jim Harrison, who collected two hits en route to the win, completed his 17th straight game at the plate. He fanned 17 Spartans.

After Steve Robinson had fanned, rightfielder John Swaim stepped up and ripped a 1-1 pitch up the middle to send Goedert home with the decisive tally.

Apache hurler Dirk Van Dyke was tagged with the loss as he gave up the only run on two hits in the 14th. Van Dyke fanned 17 Spartans.

Several Spartans made key plays during the latter stages of the contest. Third baseman Jim Harrison and second baseman Jim Mellido made some excellent plays at the plate.

Dennis Pogue Still Has Championship Golf Form

The Miracoa baseball team dropped their last match of regular season play to San Diego City College 39-15 at Star Dust Country Club in Mission Valley last Monday. The loss put the Spartan (7-3) at second place in the entire PSC league.

By Dennis Bricker

Links Whiz

The young man dressed in blue slacks and blue knit shirt stood on the practice green of El Camino Country Club. He leaned over a golf ball with a putter expertly in his hands and with a smooth stroke sent the ball rolling to the practice cup. The 20-foot putt dropped and the young man reached for another golf ball.

Thus Spartan Sophomore Dennis Pogue keeps in shape at his favorite sport. He captained the MCC golf team in 1964-65 and is an assistant to Costan golf coach Warren Boyce.

He said, "I'm not too happy with the fact that this year has not prevented Dennis from keeping the form that made him the 11th best California junior college golfer last season. Dennis practices three or four hours, six days a week and plays wherever the college golf team has a match."

"My biggest experience was playing with Gene Littler at El Camino," says Dennis. He was at home when a phone call ordered him to the course fast.

"I didn't expect that. The first thing through my mind was I had done something wrong. I can't explain the feeling when I was introduced to Mr. Littler."

Dennis played nine-holes with the professional golfer. "He told me," Dennis remarked. Actually Dennis lost by four strokes. He added, "I hope to play against Littler again someday. Someday when I become a pro." Dennis and Spartan divotter Woody Kaunl plan on entering many amateur golf tournaments in California, Idaho, Montana, and Utah this summer.

More college is Dennis’ main concern. He plans on attending college and working for a golf-minded four-year school in the fall. He is an eligible for the sport and Utah this summer.

Pogue keeps in shape at his favorite sport. He said, "I don't care where I go this fall, as long as it is not Vietsville."
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